Early Years
Project: Wildlife in the garden throughout the year
The children were introduced to the ‘Forest area’ and were keen to explore immediately. They went off,
reassuring each other and demonstrating how to climb under and over branches, working together as a
team.
When they came back to me they asked many questions!
Is this bamboo? Do
they eat bamboo?

Can we climb
those trees?

Why can’t I see
any foxes?

Do bears live
in here?
Why are these
leaves so scratchy?

First steps:
Address the issue of what lives in the area and how the children can discover this for themselves.
The children were given binoculars, gardening forks and leaflets. It was time for them to explore
and to be active learners!

The children found holes in the earth and were keen to know if they were fox or badger homes.
They were delighted to find different types of insects and had great fun and a huge learning curve
when using the gardening fork. They lifted stones and logs and were amazed at the number and
types of insects they found. Then a robin came and landed on the newly turned over soil and
began to eat the worms we had found!

The children had more questions.
Why aren’t there
any bees?

Does the robin have a
nest? Where is it then?
Can we make a nest?

Do all birds eat
worms?

What if there’s
no worms? Will
the robin die?

Immediately this took us to the importance of life cycles. I introduced the importance of natural
decay to promote wildlife from the soil level to the tree top levels. The children were eager to share
their opinions on how we might maintain our natural areas and encourage the growth of plants to
promote wildlife.
The children returned to the area we had been exploring. They replaced the logs, searched for
berries and remembered to leave them on the bushes for the robin! They decided to make
‘shelters’ for small animals and decided where they would like to make a ‘bug hotel’.

Next steps:





Re visit the area and encourage the children to search for new signs of life in the spring.
Make bug hotels
Plant to encourage wildlife
Make a small pond area

We will let you know what happens!

